EURO-LIFE

A Thousand
Beams Of Light
The era of national broadcasting in Europe is drawing to a
close. But grand, standardised, pan-European designs,
argues Geoff Nulpn, have stumbled on a Europe of cultural
difference and regional diversity
For 40 years European television operated within national boundaries. Control
might be in the hands of the
regions (as in Germany) or
of social organisations (as in
Holland), but in most countries, including Britain,
broadcasting was seen as a
legitimate extension of the
national state. The state
determined what people
could or could not see, what
constituted fairness in news,
and what was 'good' as opposed to 'bad' culture. Overseen by the state, broadcasters offered a mass, standardised service produced
on a production line in vertically integrated institutions. The tradition was
essentially social democratic. Broadcasting was seen
as something to be rationally
planned and directed downwards to improve the
populace.
This tradition is now breaking down. The number of
channels in Europe has more
than doubled in only a few
years. The new channels
have brought new owners
and new commercial interests in many countries.
Italy was the first, with its
dramatic deregulation of
broadcasting in the mid1970s, the proliferation of
hundreds of independent
local channels and, subsequently, their equally dramatic consolidation into Berlusconi's two networks in the
1980s. In France and Spain
socialist governments have
used deregulation to give
new channels to their political allies, just as the British
government is using it to tip
the political scales to the
right. Cable networks are
slowly spreading in all countries giving access to dozens
of foreign channels. In the
small countries of Europe
broadcasts always spilled
over frontiers. But with the
advent of satellites and cable

networks, the spills have become a flood. The very idea
of national broadcasting has
begun to crumble, and with it
the idea that a nation can
give its culture its own political roof.
It's still not clear what
will replace the socialdemocratic tradition of national broadcasting. Rupert
Murdoch's Sky channel offered one answer: 'panEuropean' television would
allow all Europeans to watch
the same tv channels, just as
they might listen to the same
music and wear the same clothes. The idea was immediately appealing to the advertisers. It promised them the
chance to target whole swathes of the European market
with standardised images
advertising standard brands
like Coca-Cola and British
Airways; applying Fordist
principles in an industry
traditionally attuned to cultural difference and nuance.
Language too had to be standardised. Like Europe's
'satellite newspapers', the
International Herald Tribune, the Financial Times,
the Wall Street Journal and
Maxwell's promised paper,
The European, Sky broadcasts in English. It's a standard language to complement standard electricity
sockets, shoe sizes and measurements.
Murdoch was not alone in
his faith in European television. He was soon followed
by the ITV companies, by
Robert Maxwell, Silvio Berlusconi and Ted Turner, and
by bit players like WH
Smith, all eager not to miss
out on this new licence to
print money. The European
Commission was also captivated by the vision of 'television without frontiers', a
free trade zone for tv to go
with the internal market for
shoes, washing machines
and toasters, a single Europe

made manifest in the beam
of a satellite.
In the real world pan^
European television has
been a flop. The grand plans
have stumbled on a Europe
that stubbornly refuses to
behave as a single unit. After
losing millions each year.
Sky closed nearly all of its
European offices in January
1989. Last year's near bankruptcy
and
sale
of
Superchannel, the 'best of
British' project supported by
the ITV companies, confirmed that the bubble had
burst. Satellite broadcasting
has turned out to be something rather different than
expected.
Although most of 50-odd
channels beaming down on
Europe from satellites have
the technical ability to reach
much of Europe, most are
aimed at regional and linguistic blocs: Sat 1 and RTL
Plus at Germany, Austria
and Switzerland, TV3 Scansat at Scandinavia; La Cinq,
M6 and Canal J at France,
Belgium and Switzerland.
Those channels that aim
more widely, such as Sky and
Superchannel,
Maxwell's
MTV-Europe or the American channel Cable News Network (CNN), either lose
vast sums of money or else
reach miniscule audiences.
The real battles are taking
place
within
the
regional blocs, between the
new channels and older ones
responding with more populist,
entertainment-orientated programmes.
The standardising, megaFordist vision of panEuropean television has proved to be a false start. No-one
has been able to describe
what a genuinely European
channel might look like. The
attempt to do so soon reveals
the fissures in the very idea
of a European culture. Europe remains a continent of
heterogeneity, of violent
struggles over meanings,
languages and histories.
Apart from the tensions between France and Germany
or Britain and Ireland, innumerable regional and ethnic
differences lie beneath the
demarcations of the nation
state, and are reflected in
television. Catalan tv, Walloon tv, Welsh tv (S4C), and

Bavarian tv have turned out
to have stronger political bases than a nebulous concept
of Euro-tv.
Then there's the 13th nation
of Europe, pressing hard for
a role in post-1992 Europe,
the Arabs of Paris and Marseilles, the Turks of Berlin,
the Punjabis of Bradford or
Southall. As British viewers
of the Asian cable channel
Indra Dhnush are aware, the
new technologies of broadcasting can localise as well
as globalise. Europe is no
longer, if it ever was, a coherent place of white people,
liberal-rationalism and faith
in progress. If anything, that
idea of Europe survives
more powerfully east of the
borders of the EC. Several
thousand satellite receiver
dishes in Poland, Sky
viewers in Hungary, VCR
owners in Eastern Europe as
a whole and millions of East
Germans watching the
West's television act as a re-
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minder of how hard it is to
define the boundaries of
Europe.
But perhaps the biggest
problem in defining a European television culture is the
problem of America. Traditionally what defined European television was the fact
that it was not American.
Quotas and controls protected Europe from the onslaught of the world's most
powerful television economy. Even private channels
made much of their aversion
to the baser pressures of
commerce associated with
American tv. In the 1980s
much has been made of the
need for European alternatives to Dallas and Miami
Vice such as Black Forest
Clinic and Chateauvallon.
Aware that the US and Britain are the world's top two
tv exporters, Mitterrand's
cultural minister, Jack Lang,
tried to create a Latin 'audiovisual space', linking France

to Iberia and Latin America
so as to counter Anglo-Saxon
domination.
The problem with all of
these approaches is that for
80 years American culture
has been more than an alien
import. In the form of the
detective novel, the Hollywood film, soul and jazz
music, it has also often been
a more popular culture,
more open, more alive and
more attuned to a workingclass experience than the
high culture promoted by
European states and broadcasting systems. This history allows the new channels, dependent on US imports, to parade as the populist alternative to dull, paternalistic public service. Sky
even cheekily described itself as 'alternative television'. That the European Left
still responds to the threat of
'wall-to-wall Dallas' with
calls for a new Europe-wide
channel of opera and theatre

shows just how poorly this
history is understood.
The problem of America
also raises the question of
how we respond to US cultural imperialism in an age
of American decline. This is,
after all, the era when Sony
owns CBS, when an exAustralian owns 20th-century Fox and with it much of
the American film heritage
and when Italian tv is littered with imports from Brazil and Mexico as well as
more predictable American
ones. There are already
signs that Dallas and
Dynasty are having to give
way to Neighbours and the
tele-novelas.
Battles over the television
markets of the future have
helped to put broadcasting at
the top of the European Commission's industrial agenda.
Backed by most of the EC
governments (with the notable exception of Britain),
the Commission is planning

an integrated 'broadband'
infrastructure of fibre-optic
cables for the late 1990s, a
network with limitless
capacity, ultimately capable
of allowing a viewer in Belfast or Oporto to call up a
Pasolini or Wenders film, a
Bayem Munich football
match or a Spanish discussion programme. If realised
such a network would dramatically change the cultural landscape. It would
also spell the end of the
nanny-state, social-democratic tradition: even Lord
Rees-Mogg would be hardpressed to keep tabs on
several hundred channels
from across the continent.
The ultimate promise of the
broadband network is that it
could take control of television away both from the
state and from the private
corporation. The network
would be open and flexible,
able to respond to the specialised needs of a Pentecostalist John Wayne fan in Birmingham, a DIY fanatic
communist in Pisa, or a
feminist film buff in Copenhagen. Control would pass
both upwards and downwards. Up to the European
level, to agencies responsible for overseeing the economy of broadcasting, and
down to local and regional
bodies with the power to give
licences and to fund local
channels.
Achieving the cultural potential of a broadband network will depend on political
will and imaginative planning at both these levels: levies and taxes on the bland
channels full of imported
material; public funding
agencies to finance minority
material, the bizarre, the
challenging, the investigative; ownership rules to break
up the conglomerates; independent European news services to tell us what the European Parliament and the
commission are up to on our
behalf; guarantees of universal access and industrial
plans to distribute tv production to the regions.
Who knows, in 2010, rather
than being an endless cycle
of A-Team repeats and Pepsi
ads, European broadcasting
might even be something to
be proud of. #
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Show me Britain dressing for
1992 and I will show you a
child that doesn't want to
grow up. And a Victorian
nanny that won't let it. While
fashion in the rest of Europe
has been shaken up by the
great challenges and adventures of modernism, Britain
clings to the skirts of a cosy
pre-industrial heritage. Open
the nation's closets and you
willfinda wardrobe of handme-downs, cricket stripes,
pinstripes, schoolgirl pinafores, schoolboy blazers, tails,
toppers and tweeds.
We live in a culture of mothballs, a culture that wraps
itself eagerly in the imagery
of yesterday. In spite of a
whole generation that have
learnt to dress in modern (imported) sportswear, it is still
widely believed in Britain,
that 'traditional' and 'old
fashioned' is the only proper
way to appear. Fbr we have
always dressed like that and
that is how it should be.
This is not true. Nostalgia is
a crisis of confidence, a fear
of the future, not some sweet
quirk of individuality. Britain
is not nostalgic by nature but
by circumstance. Victorian
Britain did not look back
wistfully to the good old
Georgian days when they
knew how to make a house
properly and chaps could
wear coloured breeches with
impunity. 60s' Britain did not
people its television with men
in immaculately pressed
white linen, nor its advertisements with ragamuffins in
fairisle jumpers.
80s' Britain, however, behaves as if the past were the
only decent place to live.
Those who aspire within its
society do not covert the shiny
goods of modernism but the
tarnished treasures of the
past, or at least those that
mimic the past. Rooms are
filled with the stuff of the
great country house: the big
upholstered sofa, the grandfather clock, the real fire,
chintz. Catwalks are thick
with imitations of old snobberies, from hunting jackets
to smoking jackets.
It is not the loss of 'our'
currency or'our' apples that
makes Britain drag its feet so
unwillingly to market, but the
threat of losing this manufactured past. Modernism, the

Fallow fields of fashion: Nostalgia is a fear of the future

Top H a t
Traditions
Rooting around in the dressing-up box of late-80s' British
fashion, the thoroughly modern Charlotte Du Cann can find
nothing to wear for the great European fancy-dress parade of
the future
culture of the rest of Europe
and of the future, is a frightening, bold concept for the
British to grasp. Modernism
is something ugly like the
South Bank. Something difficult and pretentious like a
James Joyce novel. It is something vulgar worn by Joan
Collins in Dynasty. It is
Jonathan Ross showing off in
an Armani suit. Modernism is
not behaving according to the
rules. It threatens to make
our lives unpleasant and
cheap. We are afraid that if
we go 'European' and 'mod-

ern' we might lose all our
colourful tradition and merge
into a monochrome mass.
But what is this precise
heritage and tradition? Some
old tailoring and mumsy old
knitwear: some old punks
posing in Kings Road for
Japanese and American
cameras. What purpose does
any of this serve, except to
preserve Britain as a theme
park for the benefit of the
tourist industry? What talent
can possibly fiourish here
where the philistine and the
parochial are constantly

rated above the cultural and
the universal?
This roseate version of the
past perpetuates a system
that should have gone out of
style a long time ago. It's a
system that says there are
lords being bountiful in the
castle and peasants working
merrily in the fields. Fbr so
they sit, the nouveaux top hats
gleefully guarding their untaxed hoards, and there they
sit, the seond-hand cloth caps
pretending that Aneurin
Bevan is going to come back
after all and save the day.
These are stagnant and
obstructive images. It is time
we let down the drawbridge
and liberated these besieged
islands. If the things we care
for so much disappear, then
they were not worth the keeping. If we lose our tailors and
shoemakers, it is because we
need new clothes not old ones.
European modernism is
neither stagnant nor obstructive. It assumes that life is not
fixed but open to possibility
and change, that a suit can be
made in many different ways
and not just that decreed by
tradition. It assumes that anyone can get to eat in the best
restaurants and understand
ideas and not just those who
had the benefit of the 'right'
education. It assumes that
anyone can inherit the earth
and not just those who dress
and behave like 18th-century
landowners.
European modernism does
not embalm the imagery of
the past but uses it to feed the
present. If designers in
Europe re-invent the frockcoat they do it for its cut, its
swaggering qualities, its form
and not its symbolism. In Britain the frockcoat is chosen to
celebrate a colourful tradition, to continue the charade.
But who wants to live in a
land of make-believe? Who
wants to be shut in a nursery
all day long, even with the
best dressing-up in the
world? No, nanny is wrong.
You will not catch your death
if you go out without your hat.
You will be bold and free. You
will be living in a culture that
is vital and progressive and
walks abroad in a spirit of
bare-headed egalitarianism,
rather than hiding beneath
the ghost of your grandfather's hat. •
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